COMPLAINT 21-SE-09
Petitioner(s): Attorney General Hutcherson, “JH”
Respondent(s): Abraham Sanchez
The following allegations were filed:
I received screenshots of Abraham Sanchez violating the following:
Article 4, Section 2, Clause 1: A member of the Student Government Association may not
participate in or assist an organization in campaigning on behalf of their cause.
After this, a new complaint was filed later by “JH” that stated the following:
Posted in a GroupMe:
"The College Democrats at the University of Houston" "Hello everyone, in retaliation for passing
a bill to address issues in the sga election code the Attorney General of sga has suspended 17
senators till December 31st. This is just another example in a long list of attempts to block
senators from doing the jobs they were elected to do in a bad attempt to intimidate us. Some of
the other things they attempted to do to us was to limit our speech, and not allow any member of
sga to talk about recall except to say it was happening. Additionally has made no effort to
apologize and learn from his mistakes, I implore you to vote yes on this recall so we can get rid
of this incompetent bully of a president." Don't know if suspension still rules has applied, but
whatever.
Image: https://imgur.com/a/sxpJVtT
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The following evidence was provided by the petitioner:

I reached out to for a statement of defense to these allegations. He was given 5 hours to
complete this with a deadline. A defense statement was never filed.
Course of Investigation: I examined the Petitioner’s evidence and reached out to the
Respondent for a defense. I went through the Special Election Code and identified if a violation
was present.
Decision October 29, 2021 at 2:48am: Petitioner’s complaint HAS merit, and this IS a violation
of the Special Election Code.
Sanction: There are more 2 violations of the code present on this document. The senator is
suspended until end of March. Considering the number of violations, plus the suspension already
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until 12/31 for an unrelated issue, the complaint will be forwarded to the Supreme Court for
further review and decision.
Respectfully,

Nadiia Hutcherson
Attorney General
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